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ORCHESTO®
HYBRID CLOUD DATA MANAGEMENT FOR
CLOUD NATIVE AND STATEFUL APPLICATIONS

Adopting a cloud strategy has become critical to secure a
futureproof business. Hybrid clouds facilitate the utilization of
a fast-growing number of intelligent cloud services while still
allowing a gradual transformation and the ability to retain
operational data security.
Moving to a cloud solution can be challenging even when
using a step-by-step approach. Orchesto® is a strategic hybrid
cloud enabler that significantly lowers the risks and enhances
the benefits of going cloud native.
Orchesto® is a lightweight middleware software designed to enable true
hybrid cloud compute and storage and to secure cloud data deployments
better than ever before. On top of the hybrid-cloud enablement and
security functionality, Orchesto® also provides an excellent toolset to
ensure data governance, no matter if the data is placed in a private, public
or hybrid-cloud.

Orchesto® is deployed close to the data generating application and
supports cloud native and legacy applications via the standardized
Container Storage Interface (CSI). On the backend side, Orchesto®
supports connectivity to 15+ cloud suppliers ranging from the very largest
to specialized local ones, through one single interface.

ORCHESTO® BACKGROUND
Hybrid Cloud
Enablement

Zebware AB designed and developed Orchesto® to lower the
hurdles for cloud adoption. The design is based on a solid
foundation to deliver data security, governance and portability
As data storage and processing are shifting to the cloud and the num
ber of cloud providers and services are constantly growing, data is
increasingly exposed to intrusion risks and regulatory requirements. As a
result, focus is turning towards:
▪
▪
▪

Data security and integrity
Data governance and manageability
Operational excellence

Security

Governance

Orchesto ® provides a solution for these areas by fulfilling the following:
• Orchesto® is a lightweight, cloud native, unified data management solution
creating a virtual abstraction layer to applications, separating data owner
from application owner. It is non-disruptive to applications when moving
data between storage backends and uses a local cache of data to secure
high performance
• Orchesto® provides storage access over standardised S3 and local
filesystem. The support for connecting backends includes S3, Swift and local
filesystem RestAPIs, CLI and GUI .
• The Orchesto® Central management system allows customers to monitor
setups of multiple gateways, network security, key management system
(KMS) connectivity and operational reporting of logs and metrics
• Orchesto® provides data security and protected access to data using the
Orchesto® Gateway Side Encryption (GSE), the Zebware Information
Dispersal Algorithm (zIDA) , the Orchesto®-Identification and Access
Management (IAM), the Event Driven Policy Management , and the
Orchesto®-Fort pre-configured bucket for secured and protected data
separating data owner and application owner rights
• Additional Orchesto® features include snapshot , transparent backups,
versioning , immutable bucket , data compression , data deduplication , and
time machine

ORCHESTO® - DESIGNED TO
PROTECT DATA
Hybrid cloud enablement, security and governance are the
core abilities of Orchesto®. It is these Orchesto® abilities that
support organisations to achieve and maintain control of their
cloud data.
Orchesto® uses virtual buckets as an abstraction layer between the
application and the backends used. This design allows data owners to set
and alter private configurations. The abstraction layer provides the
freedom to migrate or move application software, data and hardware, in
a true cloud-native way. Functions within Orchesto® operate either onto
the virtual buckets or the data where Orchesto® and the application is
running. This setup stands in contrast to operating on the configured
backend buckets residing with external parties. That is because data is
placed in configured backends only after the Orchesto® function has
completed the specified operations.
The Orchesto® separation between data owners and application owners
means that applications are not affected by nondisruptive move and sync
of data but will allow this operation as a configuration change by a data
owner. In turn, data owners are empowered to e.g. establish a data life
cycle management operation, without affecting the operation of
connected applications. Operations like these can be triggered by the
Orchesto® data governance functions
The most advanced security function within Orchesto® is performed by
the Zebware Information Dispersal Algorithm (zIDA). zIDA delivers an
absolute data sovereignty and high-performance data access to both data
owners and connected applications. In order to also secure compliance
with regulatory and legal requirements, zIDA can be used with Fort - a
pre-configured secure and protected bucket.

ORCHESTO® zIDA
The Orchesto® zIDA algorithm delivers an absolute data
sovereignty and a high-performance data access to data
owners and connected applications.
When activated, zIDA transforms a data object into fragments
which are then dispersed to different clouds. This procedure
makes it practically impossible to retrieve the original data
from any other place than the original source.
The Zebware Information Dispersal Algorithm (zIDA) transforms a data
object into fragments. These fragments can then be dispersed to
different backends, including different Cloud Storage Providers (CSPs).

When zIDA is configured, the number of basic fragments (k) and the
number of extra fragments (m) can be defined. In the picture above, the
configuration shown has been set to 2 (k) + 3 (m), thus creating three
fragments to be dispersed to different backend clouds.
When configuring 2 (k) + 3 (m), two fragments are needed for the zIDA
decoding operation to take place. An additional fragment is therefore
produced which results in a boost in availability as the data can be
recovered even if one of the connected backends is lost or temporarily
unavailable.
In this case, zIDA mitigates latency and availability challenges n congested
networks by use of the first two fragments received during a read
operation. Orchesto® also works in direct connection with a cache for
high performance applications, and is thereby eliminating unnecessary
backend storage communication.
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Placing the Orchesto® software in close proximity to the application
guarantees end-to-end data security, reduced latency, and high
performance.
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ORCHESTO® APPLICATION
INTERFACE
Orchesto® is by default both hardware and operative system (OS)
agnostic software. As such it can support filesystem and S3 data
interfaces on devices ranging in size from handheld to data centre
servers. Recognising the trend to move away from virtual machines
like vSphere, Hyper-V and KVM to lightweight containers and multi
cloud solutions to improve data and application portability, Zebware
has developed a driver for containerized environments, the
Orchesto® Container Storage Interface (Orchesto®-CSI).

The Orchesto®-CSI driver simplifies the integration of Orchesto® with container
orchestration platforms like Kubernetes, Mesos and others. This is achieved by
presenting a persistent storage volume (PV) delivering a filesystem or S3 high
performance interface to applications. The abstraction layer between data and
application created by Orchesto® delivers the freedom to migrate or move
application software, data ,and hardware, in a true cloud native way.

DATA SECURITY AND
PROTECTION
Orchesto®-Fort is the secure and protected hybrid cloud
storage bucket. It enables both legal compliance and
ransomware protection functionality. Orchesto®-Fort also
makes all data available and accessible at any time.
The Orchesto® -Fort is based on the following components:
▪

▪

Versioning, a function that preserves, retrieves, and restores every
version of all objects in a configured bucket. Versioning protects
objects from being accidentally overwritten or deleted, and makes all
objects always recoverable.
Immutable bucket, a function that explicitly denies all applications
and application administrators the ability to delete buckets and
object versions but allows object writes and listings of all object
versions.

Making the bucket immutable safeguards that no object version is
deleted without the permission of the data owner.

TAKE OWNERSHIP OF YOUR
DATA IN THE CLOUD
We are Zebware
We are a software company providing the tools for
organizations to seize the full benefit of being truly cloud
native while securing complete data sovereignty. We do this
with Orchesto ® – our solution for hybrid cloud security and
orchestration, focused on portability, performance and
protection of data.
Our vision is to be the world’s leading provider of hybrid-cloud enablement
software, securing our customers absolute sovereignty of their data in
cloud environments.
With our globally available, market-disrupting software, we apply a closeto-application abstraction layer to the cloud, allowing our customers full
security and all benefits from being truly cloud native.
To learn more about how Orchesto® could secure your cloud data, please
visit our site zebware.com and contact us!
contact@zebware.com
+46 (0) 8 525 282 32

Take ownership of your
data in the cloud

